
  FIREBIRD Industrial Processing  
  [FIP] 

 
 

Initial Setup 
 
Crate 1: Washer-Extractor  
 
Refer to 03_MieleWasher Handling Document.pdf for handling instructions 

1. Remove crate using 5/16” hex bit screw head 
2. Contact a licensed electrician to properly connect power to the system 
3. Contact a licensed plumber to properly connect city water and drain  
4. Refer to MieleWasher Handling Document Page 2 to remove shipping brackets 
*PLEASE REMOVE THE SHIPPING BRACKETS BEFORE OPERATING EQUIPMENT  

 
Crate 2: Pretreatment Reuse System [PRS] 
 

1. Ensure you have everything listed in 02_Package List.pdf 
2. Open the top crate by removing 4 screws, circled in red marker on the top of crate 
3. Open the front crate by removing 6 screws, circled in red circle on the side of crate 
4. Remove all contents from the opened crate and ensure 2 people “TEAM LIFT” system as needed. 
 

Next, follow the instructions listed on 05_PRS Installation.pdf  
 
PLEASE SCHEDULE A VIDEO CALL for live support when following the instructions or reviewing the 
completed steps prior to operating. 
 
Prior to operating – conduct the First Run Check: 

1. Check that all the connectors are connected properly 
2. Turn on the water line to K1, and ensure that there are no leaks 
3. Make sure the Lance pump is switched is ON  

(“I” Symbol is ON, and “O” Symbol is OFF)  
4. Make sure to press the reset button on the PRS Plug once after you plugged into an outlet.  
5. On the Miele Control Panel, Select the “Test Drain” (#6) Cycle 
6. After the Test Drain Cycle is complete, choose and start the “Test PRS” (#7) Cycle 
7. Let the cycle run and continuously check for any leaks throughout the system. If leaks are evident, 

tighten any ring clamps and ensure tubing is inserted fully onto adapters.  
8. Now that the FIP system is setup, review the 06_FIP Operating Guide.pdf 


